We consider decomposition of coordinate independent states into SO(9)×SU(2) representations in SU(2) Matrix theory. To see what and how many representations appear in the decomposition, we compute the character, which is given by a trace over the coordinate independent states, and decompose it into the sum of products of SO(9) and SU(2) characters.
Introduction
Matrix theory, which is expected to be a correct description of M-theory, is a quantum mechanics with two sets of operators: bosonic coordinate matrices X a i and fermionic matrices θ a α . This quantum mechanics has SO(9) symmetry of space rotation, and gauge symmetry SU(N). To investigate the structure of wavefunctions in this theory, it is necessary to know the structure of the space spanned by coordinate independent states i.e. states constructed only by θ a α . Especially we want to know what representations of SO(9) and SU(N) those states form. However the number of states are enormous even if we only take coordinate independent states, and it makes explicit construction of representations difficult.
In this paper we count numbers of representations appearing in the space of coordinate independent states in the case of SU(2) gauge group, avoiding explicit construction of representations. To do it efficiently we employ the notion of characters in group theory: We introduce χ, a trace of a group element of SO(9)×SU(2) over the coordinate independent states. If we take an appropriate basis of the states, χ can be calculated explicitly, and by decomposing it into sum of products of SO(9) and SU(2) characters, we can immediately read off what and how many representations appear in the space of coordinate independent states. Similar analyses have been made in [1] for SO(7)×SU(2) singlets, and in [3] for SU(N) gauge group singlets. As a byproduct of our calculation we can give another proof of the uniqueness of SO(9)×SU(2) singlet proven in [1, 2] .
In the next section we compute χ and perform the decomposition. In Appendix A and B we collect information on group theory necessary for the analysis. Calculations are made with the help of symbolic manipulation program Mathematica.
SO(9)×SU(2) character
Matrix theory has real Grassmann odd operators θ a α , where α = 1, 2, . . . , 16 is an SO(9) spinor index and a = 1, 2, . . . , N 2 − 1 is an adjoint index of the gauge group SU(N). Their anticommutation relation is If we take the adjoint index into account, the decomposition of 2 24 states into SO(9)×SU (2) representations is not immediately clear. To construct gauge invariant wavefunctions it is imoportant to know it. To this end, we introduce the character χ, which is given by the trace over the 2 24 -dimensional space and is a function of parameters x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 and y: (2) generators. In addition we defineχ by the following, with fermion number operator insertion (−1) F :
Here we define traces of states as the sum of contributions from boson states and fermion states. Thereforeχ gives the difference of contributions from boson and fermion states.
Since the trace does not depend on choice of orthogonal basis of states, we will take one which makes calculation of the characters easier. Although θ has been done in [3] .) However in our case where θ a α are real, creation and annihilation operators cannot be separated without losing manifest covariance. Therefore we will take a different way and calculation will be harder than the complex case. First we define θ
Then nontrivial anticommutation relations are given by
A vacuum |0 for these operators is defined as follows:
and θ + α work as creation operators on this vacuum. Since it is not necessary in the following, we do not specify the action of θ 1 α on |0 . Of course we can make different choices of vacuum and creation operators. All of them give the same coordinate independent state space, and make part of SO(9)×SU(2) symmetry not manifest. As a result those vacua cannot be SO(9)×SU (2) singlet. Our choice makes SO(9) symmetry manifest at the expense of SU (2) symmetry, and each step of computation of the characters in the following has manifest SO(9) symmetry. At the end of the computation we will recover manifest SU(2) symmetry. * We can immediately see that actions of θ 1 α and θ ± α can be considered separately, and the characters are decomposed into two parts corresponding to them:
Since [g 1 , θ
1 α ] = 0, χ θ 1 andχ θ 1 can be readily computed. Indeed χ θ 1 is just the sum of SO(9) characters of 2-rank symmetric traceless, 3-rank antisymmetric, and vector-spinor representation:
where SO(9) representations are indicated by Dynkin labels [q 1 q 2 q 3 q 4 ]. See Appendix B for more infomation and notation for SO(9) characters.
Next we compute χ θ ± andχ θ ± . States are classified by the number of θ + α on |0 : . Indeed straightforward calculation shows χ(Alt 16−n (spinor)) = χ(Alt n (spinor)). * In [1] the coordinate independent state space for fixed gauge indices is constructed, and its natural extension to the case with gauge indices is given by λ
This retains manifest gauge symmetry at the expense of SO(9) symmetry. We retain SO(9) instead of SU(2) because the structure of characters of SU (2) is simpler than that of SO(9) and it is easier to recover SU(2) than SO(9). The vacuum |0 ′ is related to our |0 by |0 =
Then the total contributions are
As is well-known, representations of SU (2) are labeled by nonnegative half integers (spins), and for spin n representation eigenvalues of g 1 are −n, −n + 1, . . . , n − 1, n and the character χ SU(2) n for this representation is given by
(2.13)
Note that e iny + e −iny = χ
n−1 . Using this we can rewrite y dependent part of (2.11) and (2.12). Then the total characters are given by the following, in the forms which make decomposition into SU(2) representations manifest:
where 
Thus we have obtained explicit expressions for the characters, because we know explicit expressions of χ θ 1 ,χ θ 1 and χ(Alt n (spinor)). However the expressions (2.15) and (2.16) do not tell us what SO(9) irreducible representations they contain. So our next task is to decompose (2.15) and (2.16) into the sums of SO(9) characters. Since χ SO(9),B n and χ SO(9),F n are given in the form of products of SO(9) characters, the decomposition can be performed by decomposing tensor product representations of corresponding representations one by one, or by using the following orthogonality relation:
where D ρ is defined in Appendix B. We take the latter method. We just computed integrals of products of SO(9) characters and χ SO(9),B n or χ SO(9),F n using Mathematica and determined the decompositions completely. Then from them we can immediately read off what SO(9)×SU (2) representations our 2 24 -dimensional space are decomposed into, and the multiplicities of those representations. The result is given in Table 1 .
As a check of our result, let us compute the numbers of states contributing to χ SO(9),B n and χ SO(9),F n . Those can be counted by reading each column of 
From the first row of Table 1 , we see that SO(9) singlet states are decomposed into one singlet and one 13-dimensional representation of SU (2). This is consistent with the result of [1, 2, 4] , and gives another proof of the uniqueness of SO(9)×SU(2) singlet. The second row of Table   1 tells us that SO(9) vector states are decomposed into one 3-dimensional, one 7-dimensional, one 11-dimensional and one 15-dimensional representation, which is consistent with the result of [4] . From the fifth row we see that there is no gauge invariant SO(9) spinor, which means that the condition of full supersymmetry for the linear term in X a i in the expansion of zero energy wavefunction is always satisfied, because the condition is in the form that a gauge invariant SO(9) spinor made of the linear term is equal to zero [4] .
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Discussion
We have computed the SO(9)×SU(2) character for coordinate independent states in SU (2) Matrix theory and have decomposed it into the sum of products of SO(9) and SU(2) characters.
It immediately gives the decomposition of those states into SO(9)×SU (2) representations, and gives another proof of the uniqueness of the coordinate independent SO(9)×SU(2) singlet state.
A next natural question is if similar calculation can be done in the case of SU(N) gauge group [5] . Especially it is an interesting question if there are two or more SO(9)×SU(N) singlet states, or it is unique as in the SU(2) case.
Another question is if all the states can be constructed by acting θ a α on the unique SO(9)×SU (2) 
Appendix

A Frobenius formula
The character χ(R) of a representation R is given by a trace of a group element g over states in R: χ(R) = tr R (g), and we define χ(R k ) by χ(R k ) = tr R (g k ). Then the character of n-rank antisymmetric tensor product Alt n (R) of a representation R can be computed by the following Frobenius formula:
Here we count contributions from boson states and fermions states additively. If states in representation R are fermionic and we count them with minus sign, then the sign factor in the above formula must be changed from (−1)
Since we need explicit expressions in the text, we show some of them for reader's convenience: where, for i = 4, expressions as q i + · · · + q 3 should be ignored.
Since an element w of Weyl group of SO(9) acts on a weight λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 ) as sign flip and permutation σ of components:
w · λ = (±λ σ(1) , ±λ σ(2) , ±λ σ(3) , ±λ σ(4) ), (B 
